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Welcome
I’d prefer not to dwell on the virus situation, but it dominates everything we do. In the last issue
we’d just begun the lockdown, and here we are 3 months later with just a few more freedoms and
little prospect of a quick return to what we consider ‘normal’. Despite restrictions being eased,
each week sees another set of show cancellations.
What does this mean for EBMRS? The exceptionally dry weather has meant that we’ve not had to
worry about the leaky ceiling too much, so everything should be safe, so far at least. However,
there’s plenty of questions: When might we return to the club? what about the next EBMRS show? And
what controls might we need in place? These are the initial questions I’ve started debating with the
committee recently, more of which inside.
In this issue we have a number of contributions regarding home projects, and more, rather than the
usual content. If you hadn’t been inspired beforehand, maybe something here will get the juices
going. Whatever the case, my sincerest wishes you and yours remain healthy.
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes:
Layouts:
Members’ Matters:
Feature:
Traffic:
Notice Board:
And Finally:

Updates on activities
The latest updates for each
Contributions from me (2), Bern, Richard, Michael, Alan B and Bob
Railway Societies, part 3 of 3
Notes on the local rail scene.
Projects, suggestions, hints & tips
On and Off the Footplate, Bill Davies (Sandy Transport Society)

The Picture
This is Hampstead Heath, on a hazy-looking 26 July 1975. Considering the general state of the North London
Line at this time, it all looks remarkably clean and tidy! The view is through Hampstead tunnel, and the dot
of light at the far end is where it emerges to Finchley station. The train loco is class 33 (BRCW type 3) number
33204, introduced in February 1962 and withdrawn in February 1997. This was one of 12 sub-types known as
‘Slim Jim’ as they were built for working through narrow tunnels in the Hastings area. The first wagon appears
to be a Lowfit, and the second is a Tube, and their loading suggests it could be an engineer’s train.
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CLUB NOTES
Committee, including the EBMRS Show
We’ve had no formal meeting, though there is occasional correspondence on subjects potentially
affecting us. The following are open items:
• The Sandy Roundabout Club is assessing the requirements for re-opening from 4 July, and I
hope to discover more from a quick visit on 30 June. Jon checked the drip trays for me in
mid-June.
• If we are allowed access, what considerations do we insist upon for attendance? Do we restrict
attendance for specific activities?
• 2021 Show considerations –
o At the time of writing there is no news on mass gatherings
o The school may have a different set-up for us to adhere to
o The show operates exclusively on cash, will that be an issue?
o The position for distancing and mask requirements
o Will traders, exhibitors and punters be willing to attend?
o We may need to consider a go/no go for the show in the Autumn
o Fortunately I’ve not yet printed the show flyers for 2021; as there’s no shows to
distribute them to, they can wait until we are certain of our position.
• The CMRA is examining costs and one area for review is the ongoing storage of show equipment
at the Welwyn garages. This has obvious implications for how we manage punters at the show.
• Kettering Model Railway Club were interested in organising a regional quiz evening, railway
themed of course, but nothing will be arranged this year.
Shows & Trips
The closest we’ve got, or are going to get, for a while is having Cheriton and Sutton appear in virtual
shows on YouTube. No shows in prospect as things stand (and I see the Warley NEC show is now
cancelled). We should have been attending the Market Deeping show in May, but our invite is now for
2021 instead. We also had an invite for Sutton to be taken to the Fareham show in October. This,
too, is cancelled and our invite extended nominally to October 2021, but if they have to shuffle things
around it could be as late as 2025.
Other news
Bern gives an update on building signals in the following pages, but we still have some bits on order
from Alan Gibson. They were ordered in February and were initially out of stock. Unfortunately the
lockdown has since meant a greater mail-order workload for them in a position where, being a small
company, they don’t have the facilities to fulfil items quickly; we have no timescale for delivery.
Here's a couple of pictures of Dick and Alan at work on the Ffestiniog Railway, with a cuddly toy.
The cuddly toy is the one on the left
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHN’S WOOD
Semaphores for Finchley Road.
I should state at the outset that this will not be a blow by blow account of how I built the first couple
of signals for Finchley Road, but I will, instead, give some general observations that may be helpful to
anyone contemplating building Model Signal Engineering (MSE), or similar, signal kits.
Try though I might, I knew I wouldn't escape building the signals for Finchley Road and a box
containing two MSE kits, a selection of other MSE parts and other items for future use duly arrived
from the Chairman. The first thing to say is these are not kits in the accepted sense of the word, in
that they are a collection of parts that, together with other parts that you may have to source
separately, can be made into various configurations to suit the specific signal you wish to model. Parts
therefore have to be cut, filed and altered in order to arrive at the desired result. Alan gave me a
couple of sketches showing what was required and, following a discussion about post heights, upper or
lower quadrant, etc., I made a start (our discussion around the 'ladder kit' was mentioned in
Newsletter 32. 'Nuff said). He gave me enough bits to complete the up steam starter, signal 37/38,
and the up loop starter, signal 41.

I started with the kit for signal 37/38,
which has a full size post with an
LNWR lower quadrant arm and a
smaller LNWR lower quadrant shunt
ahead arm. The kit had the dreaded
ladder kit, but I managed to find a
suitable spare ladder (D&S) in the
parts box that Dick left me when he
moved to Devon. The correct Adlake
lamps are included in the kit, but you
have to fabricate the little brackets
that attach them to the post from
miniscule brass parts from the fret. I
have to confess that I baulked at this
and used some lamps from Dick's box
that had the bracket incorporated in
the casting.
Having sorted out which parts to use, I drilled the post to accept the spindles for the signal arms and
balance weights, the post cap and a peg to locate in the base. I then soldered on the lamps (on the
right hand side of the post for lower quadrant signals, when viewed from the front), Rule 55 diamond,
post cap and the peg to locate in the base. A base was only included in one of the kits, but it was big
enough to cut in half and make one for each signal. These have to be drilled to provide holes for the
post location peg (a stub of 1.5mm brass rod) and to allow the operating wires to pass through. The
balance weights were soldered up and attached to some 0.5mm nickel silver wire and this assembly
and its associated post fittings were fitted into the pre-drilled hole in the post. The signal arms and
spectacle plates were then soldered together and the operating spindles (0.8mm brass rod) added.
The operating spindles were then masked and the sub-assemblies were sprayed with Halfords white
primer. When dry, the arm assembly was painted and the butt of the post, balance weights assembly,
lamps and the ladder (which is added later) were painted black.
A word of caution here. Soldering delicate brass and whitemetal parts like these is much easier if you
have a temperature controlled iron and, of course, you must use the appropriate solder for each job.
Alan Cooper
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It's not impossible to use one iron for both metals, but you have to be extremely careful when
soldering small whitemetal parts. It may be obvious, but whitemetal melts very easily if you linger too
long.
The next stage was to fit the green and red spectacle glazing (only home signals on this post). This
was very fiddly and I found it best to carefully cut the glazing material (supplied in the kit) to match
the outside edges of the spectacle plate, but to leave it slightly oversize where possible and where it
won't be seen. The glazing was fixed to the back of the spectacle plate using a tiny spot of superglue.
In normal circumstances I doubt that this would provide an adequate bond on its own but, as the
glazing now lies behind the spectacle plate, I then flood the front of the glazing with gloss varnish
(make sure you keep the arm flat while the varnish dries!). This doesn't obscure the glazing, but it
seeps into the small gaps between the glazing and the spectacle plate. When it hardens it disguises
the fact that the glazing was actually fitted behind the spectacle plate rather than within it and, as an
added bonus, it also reinforces the bond between the spectacle plate and the glazing.
The signal arm assembly can now be inserted into the pre-drilled hole in the post and the blinder
soldered onto the exposed part of the operating spindle. It's best to use a couple of the tiny washers
from the fret between the post and the arm, and the arm and the blinder, and take care not to solder
everything solid! The blinder can now be painted black and the ladder, safety loop and support stays
added. The final job is to fit the arm operating wires. The kit comes with a length of 0.3mm brass
wire for this, but I thought this a bit flimsy, so used some 0.4mm nickel silver wire instead. This is
simply my personal preference when the layout will be subjected to intense exhibition use. As the
signal will be operated from below baseboard, the wires must be long enough to allow for this. Test
that everything moves freely and adjust if necessary.
Signal 41 was constructed in much the same way, but with an LMS upper quadrant arm. This requires
the lamp to be fitted to the left side of the post, instead of the right and, as the pivot point for the
arm needs to be in a different position to that of a lower quadrant signal, a separate length of brass
tube has to be soldered to the left side of the post to act as the spindle bearing. Alan wanted this
signal to have a shorter 16' post, so a standard post had to be cut to length, and it has a finial instead
of a cap. Both signals required a Rule 55 diamond but only one was included within the two kits, so I
cut the other from 15 thou white plasticard. There is also a
difference in the ladder arrangements between the two signals.
The two kits only had one safety loop between them, so I made
the other up from some scrap fret material. The photo shows the
final results.

You all know that building signals is not my favourite job, but I
cannot deny that there is a huge sense of achievement when they
are finally finished and you see them operating on the layout. In
my opinion, operating signals are essential if we want to portray a
convincing railway scene. I just hope they don't fall apart the
moment they are hooked up to their servos! If anyone is
contemplating signal building, I strongly recommend the excellent
softback publication 'Constructing and Operating Semaphore
Signals' by Mick Nicholson. I think it's out of print now, but it's well
worth picking one up if you can. I found it invaluable, even though
the 'kits' have instructions.
Bern
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Also for Finchley, I’ve worked through the needs for the point rodding. The picture here is my basic
schematic, which will be measured up against the tracks when the layout is progressed further –
however, I do have some basic measurements from a scale plan.
There’s rodding emerging from the rear of the box (top drawing), the front (middle drawing), and the
third drawing is for the goods yard frame.
I’ve marked angle brackets and compensators in red – compensators look like M or W – so there’s a few
to purchase. Support bases are needed for the rodding and they’re needed a scale 9’ to 9’6, so
36mm to 38mm. Wizard models can supply the wiring and bases, and Brassmasters can supply a fret
of cranks in a more convenient number per fret than Wizard.
One thing for us to remember when we fit it; no wires under the tracks, to avoid short-circuits! We’ll
have to substitute plastic rodding.
Alan
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 1: Alan Cooper
Hackney Graham Road
During lockdown especially I have tidied my shed and ensured I have a clearer working space. I’ve
worked out magnet positions for uncouplers and started to fit them, and have been systematically
working through each track to ensure the isolation gaps are correct – in the fiddle yard I’m using Peco
plastic fishplates for this purpose. The track ends at baseboard joins are largely on copperclad
sleepers, where I’ve had some repairs and cleaning to do. I’ve also started drilling pilot holes for the
Seep motors. I had 4 fiddle sidings, a tube line section and goods yard sidings that needed final track
laying, and that’s done too. And I’ve worked out the principles of the point rodding.
Over the past year I’ve focused my efforts on the
electrical needs of the layout to support the
operational aspects I envisaged. Virtually every
aspect has been learned from scratch by reading
much of what I’d archived from magazines, articles
on the web (Brian Lambert’s electrical tutorials are
fantastic! - use the links page on the club web
page) and from checking various aspects with Jim,
as I’ve been a complete novice. I’ve now
graduated from complete novice to simply knowing
a little bit, and I’m sure my approach would well
be considered naïve! But I’m enjoying the journey
and have a far better understanding now.
Having constructed a plan, I’ve drawn it all out –
all 60 pages of it – and this helped identify aspects
I’d not considered, or focused my mind so that I
came up with better solutions. I spent ages looking
through various electrical suppliers’ web pages for
their ranges of switches and so on, and I’ve finally
got confident enough that I recently ordered all the
wire and connectors I’m likely to need.

When I finally finished the electrical plan I
started thinking about the control panel
requirements. The layout could - could! – get
6 or 7 trains moving at once, but I’ve planned
for 4 controllers. There’s only one of me (at
the last count), but I’ll be able to simply set up
3 trains to keep circuiting whilst I shunt or
organise the fiddle yard with the 4th controller.
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I haven’t decided on how I’ll operate signals yet, but
have considered the need for a switch on the control
panel for each one; and so far, so good…
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The fiddle yard has 13 through storage tracks and 5
dead-end tracks, the controls for which are organised
into 4 eastern and 4 western groups through 2-pole 6way turret switches. The scenic side is also divided
into 8 sections, up and down main, up loop, up and
down tube lines, branch, reception yard and coal
yard, again with turret switches. The principle I’ve
planned is that each turret switch is split, one pole for
the positive track feed and the other pole to control
LEDs, with positions being ‘off’, then controllers A, B,
C and D in turn. The LED side will show on a panel of
LEDs to demonstrate that a particular controller and
section are in use. This all means that I can assign
any section to any controller, with the LED display
helping to avoid any confusion. I hope.
Then there’s the switches. There’s a lot of points,
most will be Seep motors so need a CDU, but the
scenic side are constructed from C&L components and
I opted for Cobalt Omega motors for these; the wiring
is therefore different for the two types. I’ve designed
the system to light LEDs on a track panel to denote
which route each point is set for, through the turret
switches so the LEDs are only illuminated when a
controller is selected for the various sections.

Controller 2

E

Reception

F
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Up to this point I have a need for a control panel that
will have 4 controllers, 16 rotary switches, 64 LEDs to
show control/sections in use, 27 switches for fiddle
east, 17 switches for fiddle west, 50 switches for the
points and signals on the scenic section, 24 isolation
section switches, 2 track diagram panels and 160 LEDs
on them to indicate routes set. The original
intention was to include all the track and signal
switches on the diagram adjacent to the part it
operated. Then I planned it all out and realised the
control panel would, if done ‘properly’, fill over half
the operating well in the layout with little room for
me. Hmmm, I thought. Or maybe something a little
more pithy, so I had to re-jig the idea.
I considered dividing the panel in two (think of
Sutton’s panels, for example), having them on
wheeled stands, or having them on drawer runners
beneath the layout, but no, it still wouldn’t work.

The picture on this page shows the draft plan for the
control desk for the scenic section, and you will see
that I have colour coded the switches to match the
colours used on the track plan, on the following page.
29/06/2020
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My solution was helped by a question from
Bob. He asked me if I knew of any signal
box diagrams so that he could produce
something for his Aldingham layout, and I
found a fantastic one of Gowhole Goods
Junction on the Midland Railway, dated
1964. The link is
www.lymmobservatory.net. Ping! If I
separated the controls from the plan, I’d
have one desk for the scenic side and one
desk for the fiddle side. The fiddle track
diagram - about 4’ long and 16” deep would go on the shed wall, opposite the
control desk, and the scenic side diagram –
about 3’ long - could hang from the shed
roof, much like a real signal box, hurrah! All
it needs is a bit of trunking to take the
wiring for the LEDs, and all the switches will
be in numerical order on the control desks,
in similar vein to a ‘box. All it needs is a
bit of route learning to help it along, and as
I’ve devised it, no problem.
I’d always wanted the track diagrams to look
‘the part’, and if you look at box diagrams
you’ll see the tracks are often drawn in a
number of colours or simply black. I’ve
determined the coloured tracks represent
the track circuits, for which the signal will
have a Rule 55 white diamond plate on the
post. So, as with Bob, I’ve taken that
principle for my own needs and applied a
colour for each of the 8 section switches.
Here’s my drawing for the scenic track
diagram. I don’t have a CAD program, but I
used Excel spreadsheets and the drawing
objects within it to produce lines, curves,
shapes and so on, and coloured them
accordingly. You’ll see (if you enlarge it)
each point and signal is numbered, and each
track is named, using Gowhole as my
inspiration. I’ve a few tweaks to make to
it, but when I’m ready I’ll see about getting
it printed in one piece and laminating it
between one clear and one white sheet of
acrylic. I’ve already found one company
that can provide cut-to-size sheets, and I
reckon the two diagrams can be built for
around £70 in total. The acrylic should be
able to take the LED bezels ok, and I’ll build
it into a slim frame to protect the electrics.
In all, I’m very pleased with the progress
I’ve made and very much looking forward to
having a working diagram!

Alan Cooper
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 2: Bern Munday
Sutton Highgate - Progress?
Work on Sutton Highgate more or less ground to a halt while I contemplated what to do with the first
two signal kits that Alan gave me for Finchley Road. However, in between bouts of signal building, I
did have time to look through the various magazines that I subscribe to and it was in one of these
breaks that I came across a photo feature in British Railways Illustrated on Andover Junction in 1962.
The thing that really caught my attention was the line of goods offices on the far side of the goods
yard. They were lost in the background of the photo, which was a panoramic view of the whole station
area, so I scanned the page and enlarged it to get a better look. The offices comprise three or four
individual buildings of differing styles placed end to end. As they were so unusual, I filed the photo
away for possible future use. This is a grainy enlargement of the scan from the magazine. The
buildings referred to are those in the left centre of the picture.

When I eventually finished
the signals, I dug out the
picture and it immediately
occurred to me that they
would fit exactly with my
vision for Sutton Highgate. I
enlarged the photo even
further (it's much too grainy
to reproduce here) and made
some scale drawings.
Temporarily freed of the
shackles of Finchley's signals,
I made a start.

My preferred method of construction uses SE Finecast embossed plasticard for brickwork and Wills
tiles and slates for roofs. In this particular case I also used some Wills waney edge boarding for the
walls of the black building on the far left of the group. It was a fairly straightforward building to
construct and was made in two parts: the black part with the waney edge boarding and the
remainder. The two parts were permanently joined before the roofs were added. Chimney pots were
Scale Link from my odds and sods box.
Glazing uses off-cuts of Cobex with glazing bars drawn on with diluted Humbrol paint in a bow pen. I
have to admit they are not as neat as I would like and I may re-do them with microstrip at some point.
The gutters are made by scoring a semi-circular groove in a length of black 30 thou' plasticard with the
nose of a rat tail file. The plasticard is then trimmed along one side as close as possible to the
resultant channel and the underside is then rounded off with a flat file. The distance between the
edge of the roof and the bargeboards on the model is then measured and the plasticard on the other
side of the gutter trimmed accordingly. It is then stuck to the bargeboards. Downpipes are 1mm brass
rod and the holderbats (the brackets holding the pipe to the wall) are exquisitely 3-D printed items
from Modelu.

Alan Cooper
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So, I now have a superb set of baseboards for Sutton Highgate, but no track, points, cork underlay,
point motors, electrical items or control system…………….but I do have some goods yard offices.
Bern

MEMBERS' MATTERS 3: Richard Harper
Pictured is a Martin Finney M7, that I built for a pal. In February, I took it along with ‘Sidmouth’ to the
Alton Show. On the Saturday afternoon, a guy turned up in front of the layout. He was wearing an
expensive suit, was very well groomed and was sporting a very large expensive camera with all sorts
of extra bells and whistle. It turned out that he was a retired Press photographer. He went up and
down the layout, taking photos and then asked if I could hold one of the engines in my hand for some
kind of special shot. I didn’t want to pick up an engine off the front of the layout , so invited him
round the back where there was a choice. On the table was the Finney M7. He said “ Ooh, what’s this?
And why is it gold? “ Barely suppressing a laugh, regrettably I could not immediately think of a witty
reply. Rather weakly, I told him it was waiting to be painted. You should have seen the look of
disappointment on his face.

Alan Cooper
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 4: Michael Satterthwaite
STRIVING FOR SOMETHING BETTER ( Part 2 )
So whilst I am busy stripping out my loft through the autumn of 2019 sorting out my Celotex
installation, my mind is in overdrive furtively planning what I want to do next with the realisation that
I will be starting from a set of clear baseboards again.
I had an ambitious thought of tackling Kings Cross and the Belle Isle area at one level climbing to a
continuous run mainline above. As I have said before I do not possess the computer skills required to
use Templot, and I came across an advert for the Goods Yard Model shop at Tuxford where they offer
to do all this for you and print it off for a fee. I saw that as an investment in the planning phase. If
you wish to avail yourself of this service there was a list of requirements that you had to meet, I duly
undertook all of these including spending a lot of time on drawing a scale plan of the loft area. Having
accomplished all of these requirements I set off to visit the shop in the middle of September last year
only to discover when I got there that the guy who does the work was on holiday!
Having been given a tour of the premises and workshop where layouts were under construction, I left
my plans with his colleague and agreed to return in a couple of weeks.
So back home, evenings are spent trawling the internet for pictures and films of my chosen area and
timeframe (circa 1963) and I found loads of pictures, track plans and film footage from that period
around Kings Cross Station / Kings Cross Loco / Belle Isle area between the tunnels and Goods and
Mineral Junction including some showing the North London Line with EMU’s crossing the bridge
heading for Finchley Road! The highlight of the film footage was a Cab Ride on a Deltic departing
Kings Cross all the way out to Belle Isle Signal box.
Early October and I return to Tuxford and discuss my plans. He assumes I am wanting N Gauge. As
soon as I say no, it’s OO, he says it wont fit and dismisses it out of hand but he would do it in N for
me, but he wouldn’t be able to look at it till January given his workload. Given where I was at that
point in time with doing my loft conversion I was not unduly worried by the January timescale so left
the shop to mull over what I was going to do - continue with my plans in OO or revert to N Gauge
again, that thought didn’t last long!
I pressed on with my plans on my own for OO now but by the end of October I came to the conclusion
that because of the way the water tank is positioned within the loft I would not be able fit Kings Cross
due to the width required for it, so time to start looking for another site on the ECML that has the
potential for plenty of operational interest. I do not keep my copies of Railway Modeller or Hornby
Magazine but if I see a layout I like the look of I will keep the article so I have a folder with articles on
The Gresley Beat, Huntingdon, Peterborough North, Little Bytham, Retford, Leamington Spa and
Carlisle amongst others so you can see from that lot my preference is for large mainline prototypical
layouts, no branch lines for me, with the exception of Cheriton Bishop of course! Out of these I was
drawn to Peterborough North as it was in 1963. Gilbert Barnett has modelled it in 1958 but it didn’t
change much between those dates.
So back to more research on all things Peterborough and I now have another large portfolio of pictures
and track plans covering the station area from Crescent Junction to Spittal Junction. Into November
and I am busy working up a track plan for the space I have available. As always there will be a large
element of compression but at this stage I was convinced I could do it justice - having said that there
are areas of modellers licence as my plan involves Crescent Rd bridge carrying a double track mainline
over it and running along the western side of the station! This effectively doubles the length of my
mainline run as a figure of 8 around the layout. The January issue of Steam World produced a
wonderful 6 page spread on the last days of steam on the Great Northern in June 1963. Priceless in
terms of research!
Alan Cooper
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I have always stuck to flat baseboards previously but this time I have challenged myself by
incorporating gradients connecting Peterborough on the low level to the high level figure of 8 mainline
run. Whilst doing my research I came across some footage on YouTube of DCC Concepts Powerbase
Plates for improved adhesion so have purchased some of these ready to install on the gradients that
are involved with the plan.
I am now on version 7 of my track plan, but each change has been a tweak for the better. One
example being a north-bound train at Peterborough on an early version of my track plan when it
passed on the High Level it would be travelling in the opposite direction! that has now been amended
and has proved the benefit of fine tuning my plans.
I have continued purchasing rolling stock that fits in with my period as the building stage continues
and had my eye on some sets of Cemflo Cement wagons by Accurascale. They were producing triple
packs and as I target rolling stock with different running numbers where possible as it saves having to
renumber them. I had to move fast at the beginning of January as 5 of the 6 triple sets they were
advertising were selling out fast. Their website lists the actual number of each product they have left
so you knowing where you stand - far better than Hattons who just say 10 or more. So I can now
model the Cliffe to Uddingston cement train that used to run down the ECML to York behind a Class 33
which is the next loco on the wish list! The Cemflo wagons have since taken a ride to North Yorkshire
courtesy of Andy to be weathered by TMC and I am delighted with them.
With my carpet all fitted over Xmas it was time to
get back to rebuilding the baseboards, and as these
were effectively in storage within the loft they soon
went back together with their coach bolts and then
levelled accordingly. The time spent doing this was
amply rewarded when I put my first wagons on the
track and they didn’t roll away - a delightful
moment!
Once the baseboards were up and level I set about
installing the Bus Wire for my DCC system, which
due to its size I have split into 3 power districts. As I
am no expert when it comes to electrics I drew up a
wiring diagram showing all of this and then
consulted Jim to make sure I was heading in the
right direction. He looked at my track plan and said
“you have a reverse loop”, after some debate I
proved I didn’t and I am pleased to say he signed it
off as correct. (I think many of us at the club suffer
from a reverse loop! Ed. Sorry!, carry on
Michael…) So I continued installing the Bus Wire
and connection blocks ready for the dropper wires
from the track around each 4 x 2 board and once
this was done then I installed the baseboard top.
Doing it this way limits the amount of time I have to spend crawling around underneath the boards
which are only 18 inches off the ground, although that is much more comfortable now as I am not
crawling around on dusty floorboards anymore.
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At the end of January I had been planning a Springtime
overnight trip to DCC Concepts site in Settle North
Yorkshire and booked a night in a Premier Inn at
Gargrave for the 2nd April. Come the end of March and
that got cancelled but at least I got my money back
without any issues and my trip up north can wait for a
safer time.
Mid-February and it’s show time so prep my N Gauge
stock for the 2nd hand stall. Well worth the effort as I
made over £500, some of which was immediately
reinvested in new stock for the layout. The best item
being D0260 Lion which I had wanted but given up on as
it was out of stock where ever I looked, so thank you

Peter that made my day. That also took a
journey to Yorkshire and has been very
lightly weathered by TMC and sound fitted
at the same time ready for the layout.
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TMC returned my Cemflo wagons with Lion by post however when I opened the box I found a blue
Class 26 inside! A quick text to Andy explaining the situation and praying they haven’t lost my precious
loco and I get a text back “Ah we wondered where that had gone” All was well as they had Lion in the
office. I ended up meeting Andy at Baldock services and swapping the locos and giving him some more
stock to take back for weathering this was virtually at the start of the lockdown period.
Come the middle of March with baseboards taking shape I started to think about what I was going to
lay my track on, cork or something different. having looked at DCC Concepts site I saw their track bed
and decided to give that a try so ordered 100ft of it as a trial. It comes in 2ft lengths and has
chamfered edges for the ballast shoulder and can be curved without any issues.
Once the baseboards were up I started marking out track centre lines to ensure what I wanted fitted.
I have never done that before but a trick learnt from Club nights working with Alan and it’s worked a
dream.
So we have now reached the end of March little did I know at that stage what we were heading into
with the Lockdown but I am just grateful for this hobby. it has kept me focused and progress has been
rapid. By the time you read this I will have been working on it for over 100 days consecutively so
plenty more for a further instalment if you are interested.
Stay Safe and Keep Modelling
Michael Satterthwaite
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 5: Alan Burkinshaw
Weathering Stock
One advantage of the lockdown has been an opportunity to catch up on some kit building. I had a
number of kits that I had in store whilst concentrating over the last few years on completing my
layout. When complete I gave them the weathering treatment to match with the rest of my stock. I
also had a couple of RTR coaches to weather. So I thought I would share what I do, which works for
me.
I have completed a W and E1r tank which by coincidence finished as bankers in Exeter.
As black engines I use Halfords gloss black before applying transfers. Following a recommendation
from Bern I have used Railtec who produce bespoke smokebox plates and cab numbers for a
reasonable price, also included is your choice of shedplate.
I then apply a spray of Games Workshop matt varnish. Then to the weathering, I try where possible to
have a colour picture of what I am trying to achieve.
If doing tank engines you often find that the tanks and cab/bunker sides get cleaned and the rest does
not. To achieve this I apply Pledge Klear polish to the sides which gives a gloss finish.
I make a mix of Humbrol Black Metalcote 27004 with Humbrol Leather 62. The ratio is about 90% black
although you can vary that down to say 80% to give some variety. On the gloss sides I probably only do
one pass with the spray just to take the edge off the gloss. I then spray all over with perhaps 5/6
passes along the top as that area gets more affected by soot. Also often on large passenger locos the
cleaners cannot get right to the top. I attach photos of the engines in gloss and then having had the
dulling down treatment.
I then give them a variety of effects using either paint or
powders. In most cases I apply Humbrol black wash and, as with
everything, do so in vertical strokes to replicate weather effects.
I then use Boots cosmetic sponges to wipe most away. Don’t buy
cheap sponges they do not work I have tried and the ones from
Boots are the only ones that do the job. I include a picture of
what they look like.
I use a variety of powders to give brake dust colouring which is
applied to the brake blocks, also look at the ashpan which is
often discoloured and rusty. For this I have a number of sources,
Mig Modelling Pigment Track Rust, or Lifecolor Sleeper Grime are
the main ones I use.
Often locos have a large flat area around the smokebox that gets dirty and greasy. I use the black
wash with some black powder to recreate that effect but also add a bit of Mig Fresh Engine Oil to give
that greasy look.
Then areas that have an oily finish again I use the fresh engine oil, for example Bullied Pacifics often
had very oily driving wheels so I apply it to them.
Finally look at the picture to see where there are areas that have rust such as on riveted joints and
use a powder, but sparingly. The above applies to steam engines, diesel are another matter, far more
oil to deal with!
Alan Cooper
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Turning now to coaching stock I include the process I use on BR Mk1’s.
First of all I do the roofs using a similar mix as for the locos although probably more towards the 80%
black. It seems that metal roofed coaches have a lighter colour than canvas covered that seem to be
blacker. As an aside if I am doing DMUs I apply a darker area near the exhaust outlets. Don’t forget to
mask the coach sides you don’t want them black.
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I then do a mix that is about 70% leather and 30% black to use on the underframes. I spray from a
close range so do not mask as a very slight over spray is ok. I spray the bogies and underframe details
but do vary it, again use photographs. I then spray the ends to simulate where dust is thrown up from
the adjoining coach, in fact I sometimes do that on the rear of tenders.

Then to the hand finishing. If I want a glossy finish I use the pledge again, probably two coats.
Following that I apply the black wash. I attach some before and after pictures. I remove probably at
least 90% of the wash but it remains in the nooks and crannies like the real thing. Use the wedges in a
vertical movement to simulate rain running down the sides. On wooden panelled coaches it takes
longer but you finish up with the weathering in the corners of the panels.
I then hand finish the underframe with the various powders to give some variance. Finally I use the
fresh oil colour applied to the bogie springs and other areas where lubrication would have been
applied.

That is it, often a bit of experimentation helps to see what works for you but I feel it gives a huge
degree of added realism.
Alan
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 6: Alan Cooper
Madford
The story of this layout goes back to when the Club took Sutton to the Ally Pally show. It was close to
my birthday, and wandering around the show I saw an N gauge model of Princess Coronation class City
of London. After a quick conversation with Mrs C the loco was procured. This was on the Saturday.
On Sunday I’d added a SDJR Jinty coal train set, with a DCC controller and loop of track, and a seen
was sown. Ooops!
Why Madford? I have an interest in the Somerset & Dorset, and find Midford particularly attractive.
Whilst I don’t have the space for modelling Midford, I thought a simple name adaptation would suit,
and I could still place the layout location as ‘Somerset-ish’.
It had to be small, there had been a rash of micro layouts in the press to inspire me, and I wanted to
try something that would be light and simple to set up. I came up with the idea of a 1m square
board, hinged on the diagonal; this gives the maximum breadth of scenic opportunity. Much of what
I’ve considered has helped me work out what I want to do on Hackney.
The plan is a simple single line route, a small goods yard and a bay platform. It’s set in the
countryside, so there’s not going to be many buildings. It’s not a finescale effort, but I want it still
to be to a good standard.
The frame is principally plywood, but the board top is 5mm
foamboard and the track base is leftover foam underlay, as
used under wooden flooring. The internal bracing is corrugated
cardboard, and the whole is pleasingly strong.
I’ve put hinges at the outer edges of the diagonal, just outside
the scenic area, but also added one centrally and this will have
to be disguised as a building or chimney or similar.
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I’ve allowed for a shallow stream to run through the central part of the board, so it broadly follows
the hinge line. Viewing from the front corner of the layout the scenery rises up above the stream to
help form the backdrop to the station area. This is built up from polystyrene lumps covered with
plaster bandage, painted an earthy colour, and will be mainly pasture.
Stock is primarily Farish LMS stuff, circa 1939 – 4F 0-6-0s, Stanier 2-6-4T, a Jinty and a Black 5 – but,
I’ve also allowed myself some through traffic from the GWR. I have a Dapol 14xx 0-4-2T with auto
coach, and a Dapol Grange with 4 Farish Hawksworth coaches, which I think are particularly nice
models. If any don’t manage the curves I’ll have to buy some other stuff – or build another layout!
I’ve just got to the stage where the electrics are planned and I’ve marked up the Seep motor
positions. As the baseboard is foamboard I’m cutting some ply bases to glue to the underneath, and
the motors can be screwed to that. As with Hackney I’ve also developed a control panel plan, but
the switches will be located on the plan itself.
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8
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7

1

EAST
6

5 4
3

2

10b

10a

UP IP

WEST
15

14
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9a
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This picture shows the entire layout. The marked positions are as follows –
A) Station Hotel
B) Station
C) Station master’s house
D) Signal box
E) Goods shed
F) Factory
G) Possible farm buildings; maybe low relief or reduced scale
H) Cottage
And I hope you found that interesting!
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MEMBERS' MATTERS 7: Bob Harrold
Aldingham
The recent completion of my OU course, plus Covid 9 restrictions, have enabled more progress than
previously on Aldingham and this has been on its points’ mechanisms.
Aldingham comprises 3 ‘show’ boards and this latest spell of work was on the second and, soon to be
completed, third of these (shown below). Work on this phase to follow will be retro-fitting the latest
version of the actuators, including microswitches, to the 2 larger lever frames of the first board.
There are 4 elements to this work:
1. Mounting and painting the lever frames built long ago from Scalefour Society kits (first noted at
the Nottingham Exhibition where we exhibited some time ago)
2. Building of guideways for fitting the requisite wire-in-tube lengths
3. Construction and installation of the actuators (now the latest ‘Mark X’ version!) which convert
the lever-throw to the 1 mm movement of the point blades and the fitting and wiring of
microswitches to achieve ‘live frog’ configuration
4. Completion of the track diagram for each frame
Lever frame D: 10 levers – 3
points (black), 4 signals (red),
3 unused (white). This will be
‘hidden’ behind a frontscene.
Beyond, the parcels train
headed by a Bachmann Flying
Pig (which once ran on Sutton
at a St Neots exhibition)
includes three of Bern’s
excellent vans he sold me last
year. The background is
incomplete but painted as a
guide.

Wire-in-tube guideways utilise flexible plastic
strip, odd bits of wood and much adhesive. The
wooden cover prevents the tube lifting during
operation and is screwed down for easy removal.
This guideway leads to the point situated under
the train above.
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The point actuator illustrated is moved via a
wire hooked on the end of centre-pivoted arm
at the front. Its end is shaped to form a slip
ring that push/pulls the sliding brass tube. This
has an integral vertical rod that moves the
sleeper attached to the point blades. A brass
sleeve at the near end affords adjustability of
travel. The microswitch is controlled by
another attached rod. The red wire connects to
the frog and the black wires to the running rails
at the blade end of the point.

This layout diagram is for lever frame C and shows the Midland (main) lines at the bottom, then
platform 3 loop, interchange lines, including platform 4, and, at top, the truncated GC lines. Lever
numbers for points (none for signals as they’re not yet installed) show a larger number of levers than
Lever frame D.
May I take this opportunity to thank Alan and Jim for their advice on signalling & track diagrams and
electrical work respectively.
Bob
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RAILWAY SOCIETIES - part 3 of 3
London Midland & Scottish & Constituents
LMS Society
The web page lists a bibliography of 150 books and 1,200 magazine articles. They can provide large
scale drawings of a good range of LMS coaches, up to size A0. There’s a range of articles available to
read, plus links to nine LMS-made films on YouTube. Modelling the LMS in 2mm to 7mm is
represented by links to manufacturers. They seem keen to restrict membership to those who will
add to their historical research, rather than serving a wider interest.
www.lmssociety.org.uk
Midland & Great Northern Circle
They claim the M&GN is the most comprehensively researched line in the UK, through the efforts of
their members over 50 years. They’ve issued a monthly bulletin since 1959, plus have a web forum
too. Over 20,000 photographs have been catalogued and more remain to be done. Photo
information is available to members, but over 600 drawings are listed.
Membership £15
www.mgncircle.org.uk
Midland Railway Society
A journal is published three times a year, and a range of publications is available. Regular meetings
in Derby. There appears to be a photo archive, but I can’t see how one gets access.
Membership £20
www.midlandrailway.org.uk
London & North Western Railway Society
I know Pete Stanton and me are members, with Pete being Preservation & Relics Officer, and also
editor of their Modelling Supplement, as well as former Chairman. Four issues of the Society’s Journal
and four issues of the Society’s Newsletter each year, plus occasional specials. I can vouch for the
quality! There’s an annual member’s day, and a Study & Archive Centre in Kenilworth.
The Society provides access to the online copies of nearly 50 years of Society publications, the Online
Archive, Model Railway Supplements, 20,000 plus photographic collection, 23,000 catalogued items,
the extensive drawing collection, and a Bibliography of 20,000+ publications.
Membership £30
www.lnwrs.org.uk
Cumbria Railway Association
The editor of their web page has a sense of humour judging by what I read when researching –
referring to the discovery of the last and lost train from Istanbul to Bassenthwaite! They seem very
active – a quarterly journal and newsletter, 2 conferences each year, a chat and facebook group.
They provide member access to archives and collections, pdf lists of photo collections are listed
online. A number of books are available too.
Membership £20.
www.cumbrianrailways.org.uk
Somerset & Dorset Railway Trust
A relatively simple web page, but their aims are to preserve S&D items and promote the railway. Up
‘til now they’ve had a museum presence at Washford on the West Somerset Railway, but in February
they were given notice to quit – despite having signed a 50 year lease extension only in 2018.
Around 3000 pictures in the archives, a quarter of them online. They publish a quarterly journal, and
offer books, DVDs, reproduction timetables and more
Membership £18
www.sdjr.co.uk
Alan Cooper
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North London Railway Historical Society
Bern and me are members, which we joined when researching Finchley. They produce a journal
three times a year and organise a few meetings and a tour each year. It’s a small society and there’s
much less in the way of archives than many societies, but it has nonetheless been both useful and
interesting to us. They also have a link to a discussion group.
Membership £18
www.nlrhs.org.uk
London Tilbury & Southend Railway
I can find no society for this railway.
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Society
These guys claim to be the oldest railway society, and the best! The web page certainly has a lot of
information and links to cover the Company history and modelling it, it’s quite impressive.
Membership offers 4 issues of the Magazine, 3 issues of our historical journal LYR Focus (sometimes a
journal issue is replaced by a book), access to the photo & drawing collections, an annual Members
Day, Spring Meeting & Lanky Days Out, as well as kit and book offers.
Membership £35
www.lyrs.org.uk
North Staffordshire Railway Study Group
This has been running for only 25 years, but they produce an A4 journal twice a year, 4 other updates,
2 meetings a year and organise a trip to places of NSR interest.
The web page has summary information for the various lines and signal boxes for the Company, along
with references for research material available in the National Archive at Kew. There is information
on models available for NSR stock, though I notice this and another page or two were last updated in
2015.
Membership £20
www.nsrsg.org.uk
Highland Railway Society
A quarterly journal is supported by an email discussion group. The Society has a collection of
drawings and photos, some of which, curiously, are viewable at the Highland Council website!. It also
has a small museum within the station buildings at Kyle of Localsh where some of its artefacts are on
display (club day out, anyone?!). Another oddment is that they hold meetings at Farnborough – quite a
way from Scotland. There’s a good list of books about the line, including some published by them
and available at discount for members. They have a good list of modelling links.
Membership £18
www.hrsoc.org.uk
Caledonian Railway Society
A quarterly journal, usually 44 pages (A4 size) and well illustrated. There’s a range of publications
including reproductions of original documents and scale drawings of rolling stock. The Society has
commissioned its own range of model wagons.
Their records of CR archive material is especially
comprehensive, and includes a significant staff record of over 15,000 employees.
Membership £25
www.crassoc.org.uk
Glasgow & South Western Railway Association
The web pages suggest they are keen, but compared to other groups this is a poor relation in terms of
records and supporting members – a quarterly newsletter and annual journal, nothing really tangible
about archives.
Membership £15
www.gswra.org
Alan Cooper
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Southern Railway & Constituents
Southern Railway Group
This is a well organised group, by the seems of it. They produce a quarterly journal and 6
newsletters a year, and there are ‘several hundred datasheets’ available for one to choose what’s
useful for one’s own handbook.
There’s both a postal portfolio service and a lending library too, as
well as an annual convention. Probably the most significant aspect of this group is their 4mm coach
kits, which cover the Big Four and BR prototypes.
Membership £14
www.srg.org.uk
Southern Electric
I’ve included this in the Southern section, though it’s about the trains, not a line or Company history.
A magazine is issued 6 times a year covering the trains, infrastructure and network. They are active
in supporting preservation of Southern electric units, particularly 4-COR unit 3142. There’s a small
amount of information for modelling
Membership £22
www.southernelectric.org.uk
South Eastern & Chatham Railway Society
The Society produces a newsletter 5 times a year, and a journal, ‘Invicta’, twice yearly, supported by
a twice-yearly meet-up in London. Members have access to their web pages which contain a large
collection of files on traffic notices, timetables, rule books and track diagrams, as well as information
on signalling, locomotives and rolling stock. The public site has details of models and kits available
for a range of scales, books related to the SECR and a full index to their Invicta journal.
Membership £20
www.southeasternandchathamrailway.org.uk
South Western Circle
Some 500 members are encouraged to support the Circle’s aims of promoting interest in the London &
South Western Railway through their quarterly journal and quarterly newsletter, with an occasional
monograph. 5 meetings are organised each year, spread across the LSWR region. All manner of
drawings and portfolio support is available.
Membership £17.50
www.lswr.org
Brighton Circle
To study the London Brighton & South Coast Railway and constituents, the Circle produces a quarterly
journal and a twice-yearly online digest, as well as hosting on-line discussions. There are 2 formal
meetings each year and other informal meet-ups, an email group and facebook group. There’s lots of
references to public record information for the Company and its staff, and a comprehensive overview
of Company rolling stock and models available.
Membership £18
www.lbscr.org
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TRAFFIC NOTICE
East-West Rail
The Consortium still plans to operate electric trains and is looking at options.
The Bletchley flyover has been undergoing a rebuild, to provide space for high-level platforms. 14
spans are being rebuilt and the alignment being adjusted, with some work in April & May and further
work planned for July & August.
Great Northern & ECML route
In late May a nationwide fault meant there was loss of radio contact between trains and signal
centres, so trains were limited to 100mph and caused much delay.
Grand Central has, perhaps, bucked the trend and was still not running any trains in June.
The new Stevenage platform 5 should have been commissioned from the May timetable changes, but
the impact of the coronavirus has delayed completion until later in the summer.
In the last issue I noted the Azuma trains occasionally run as short formations due to the lack of
availability of units. The units are as follows:
LNER
12 sets
5 cars
801101-112
30 sets
9 cars
801201-230
Hull Trains
5 sets
5 cars
802301-305
In April the 9-car sets were still being delivered, and Hull Trains were awaiting their last set. Some of
the delivery delay has been due to modifications to corridor connection cables, to reduce the chance
of electrocution, but it doesn’t help when a driver renders a set unusable when he spanks one into a
HST as happened in November. LNER set 109 had some considerable front-end damage.
In the same vein, FirstGroup have 5 5-car class 803s now under construction for open-access Kings
Cross to Edinburgh services, planned for Autumn next year.
Direct Rail Services class 88s have been seen on the ECML for the first time in May, running diverted
freightliners, making use of spare pathing resulting from the current service reductions. Meanwhile,
if you are lamenting the loss of the LNER HSTs, some of them are now seeing service on the Midland
line through Bedford.
I liked this one, even if it’s not our area – Transport for the North thanked passengers for NOT
travelling on the first day of the new timetable in May. It may be strange times, but the irony!
Cheriton Bishop
Well, not quite. Cheriton’s buildings were based on Moretonhampstead. The station site is to be
developed to provide 35 homes, with the goods shed being converted into 3 flats! The engine shed,
however, is preserved and survives.
60 or so years ago….
I recently purchased a handful of Trains Illustrated and RCTS Railway Observer magazines, dating
between 1957 and 1960. They’re always interesting, but there’s a few things I’ve picked out that
are particularly of interest as they relate to Club projects or the local scene.
Hitchin
20/12/1957 B16 61416 (York) on the 11:10 parcels from Peterborough to Kings Cross, and O2 62975
(Doncaster) on the Up pick-up freight.
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22/12/1957 D2003 shunter new to Hitchin. The plan was for three of these, but only two were
used as they were found to be under-powered for the work required, so a class 08 shunter was added.
Around this time New England class 9Fs were much in evidence on both coal and fish trains.
Biggleswade
28/8/1959
D206 failed on the Up ‘Master Cutler’, and 9F 92170 substituted to Kings Cross.
Bedford St Johns
14/10/1957 Jubilee 45634 (Crewe) on the 15:15 all stations Bletchley to Bedford
16/10/1957 Patriot 45546 (Crewe) on the same train.
North London traffic
25/5/1957
B1 61329 (Stratford) on a Chingford to Littlehampton Sunday School excursion.
25/5/1957
Battle of Britain 34064 ‘Fighter Command’ (Nine Elms) returning ecs from Brookwood to
Channelsea Carriage Sidings (Stratford)
8/10/1957
B1 61234 (Stratford) on a troop train, taking The Buffs from Harwich to Dover Marine,
and returning with the ecs.
October 1959 A new flow of chemicals started, from Tilbury, working alternately to Immingham and
Avonmouth. Trains were formed of 15 green-liveried 22t tanks, with Great Northern 9Fs working the
Immingham trains and Western Region trains worked by Western BR Class 4MT 4-6-0s. The Western
trains would travel via Finchley.
2/11/1959
D5016 on the 08:40 Tring to Broad Street
16/11/1959 Patriot 45538 (Preston) on a meat train to Broad Street.
Whilst both trains should be routed via Primrose Hill, if there were obstructions then it’s quite
feasible they’d come through Finchley Road.
14/11/59
West Country 34046 ‘Braunton’ (Bournemouth) seen at Barking, working a Bournemouth
to Walthamstow football charter. It worked the whole train to Tilbury for turning on the triangle
there. Bournemouth beat Walthamstow Avenue 3-2 in this FA Cup First Round match.
A picture of a DMU at Potton station in 1967, Creative Commons licence
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NOTICE BOARD
•
•

•
•

Continued and ongoing from No 10–
Oerlikon units: as issue 30
This project may be nearing its final phase –
London Road Models is currently advertising the
parts to complete a kit will be available shortly.
At one time we could only have dreamed of this,
so I’m very thankful it’s being done.
Continued from 21, and remains open
We may consider a small new layout once we’ve
got Finchley and Aylesbury properly progressed,
to be fully considered and planned before
anything is built. It will be aided enormously if it
will make use of the trestles and beams and is
not a large scheme! The floor is open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas from
Bob, primarily as adaptations or additions to the
club’s existing layouts – e.g. variations on a docks
area for Sutton, an additional baseboard for
Cheriton to make a through line. Jim has
suggested a preserved line scheme, and there’s a
suggestion for Cromer Beach.

•

Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the following
in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L , XL)

•

Standing item:
If you want your stock to run on club layouts then
it will need to conform to minimum standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale)
is using fine code 40. For any layout we need to
stock it with appropriate items conforming to
those track standards.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, backto-backs and couplings that will enable the layout •
to operate smoothly. The OO layouts use Sprat & •
Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and
region, with loco crew, lamps, corridor
connections, passengers, wagon loads,
weathering – all such details that help lift the
presentation of any layout.
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Cover Your Wagon! – Pete Stanton
In the days of universal common-carrier status of
the railway there was a significant need for the
covering of wagons to protect loads. In the early
period these were literally tarpaulins, but the
expression has evolved through the term of
“sheeting over.” The use of the title is confirmed
by the one establishment dealing solely in sheets;
the BREL works at Worcester being titled
“Worcester Sheet Works.”
As part of my ebay searches I run one for LNWR
and this recently turned up an entry for wagon
tarpaulins for sale. I contacted the seller for
some more information, and I received a useful
contact letter from David Cunningham in
Taunton.
Dave gave me a useful list of his range together
with some production samples to show the type
of product and the quality thereof. The range
covers O, OO and N Gauge.
Although the product was picked up through a
particular railway company search the list from
Dave (The company being “DMC Tarps.”) actually
showed a very extensive range of not only railway
company but also commercial company sheets.
Bespoke sheets are also available, and I was
delighted to receive a sample for Stanton
Engineering of Derby!
All the sheets can be roped with a suitable
thread; the O gauge samples came ready roped. I
have the samples available and am very
impressed; photographs show that many wagons
were sheeted in everyday service; sheets were
even found on covered vans where the roof
covering had failed.
The prices are (Postage included.) £7-90 for a set
in O gauge, £6-90 for a set of 4 in N or OO
gauges.
Altogether a nice product. Have a look on ebay!
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AND FINALLY…Bill Davies, Sandy Transport
ON AND OFF THE FOOTPLATE - KINGS CROSS 1970 - 1974
After a period of contraction to the Railways of Nottinghamshire resulting in the closure of several
depots in the immediate area I found myself as the junior hand Secondman at Nottingham Depot with
virtually no chance of promotion to a driver even in the distant future. In April 1970, Colwick Depot
closed, having lingered on as a diesel depot since 1967, when steam finished. Nearly 200 men, all
senior to me, transferred bringing the remains of the work they had, much of it still on the former
GN system, with some inroads onto the GE at March and the Midland which Colwick had gained once
they became under the LM control in 1965.
Initially as the influx of men adjusted to the new link structure I found myself on a good variety of
work including to me the new destinations of Colwick Estates Shunt, Denton Mines on the Belvoir
Branch, Boston, Doncaster and March via Sleaford and Spalding. In addition Nottingham still had work
to all over the former Midland Network gaining access to the LNWR at Northampton, Crewe and
Nuneaton and the former GC at Immingham.
As the links settled down I found myself restricted to mainly trip and shunt work up the Leen Valley,
in London Road Low Level Station then a PCD, requiring two shunt engines both double manned and
the Colwick Estates shunter. A considerable amount of spare turns also arose especially after the
holiday period which when described as ‘being paid for nothing’ sounds ideal. For me it was a very
depressing time as I had been used to some really good quality work so I decided to either leave
the industry, as many of my colleagues had done, or move elsewhere. My choice was Kings Cross.
On the 9th November 1970 I started working as a Secondman at Kings Cross where there was a
considerable amount of staff shortages a total contrast to my last days at Nottingham. My first day
consisted of moving into the Staff Hostel at Ilford then reporting to the Depot where after I had been
allocated a locker for my equipment I was sent out with a Number 3 Link Driver Stan Hunt on engine
movements around the station and on and off the passenger loco. At this time all trains in and out of
Kings Cross were Loco Hauled with the exception of the DMU’s which operated on the suburban
services supplemented by loco hauled steam heated ‘block ended’ stock. The amount of engine
movements was considerable; each loco arriving inevitably requiring fuel so had to be moved from the
‘stops’ to the Passenger Loco where minor exams could also be carried out. Further sets of men would
be solely occupied moving locos around the minimal spaced yard - a job which required a high degree
of skill in manipulating the locos around to ensure that they were serviced then berthed in a position
ready for their next turn.
In 1970 the predominate class in Kings Cross was the 31 which was utilised on most empty coaching
turns both in and out of the terminal as well as running turns on the outer suburban jobs some of
which came from Moorgate via the ‘Widened’ lines. Their other duties consisted of the Cambridge
‘Buffets’ and ‘Parleys’ to Peterborough. In times of severe shortages they were coupled in multiple
and used on Main Line jobs sometimes as far as Newcastle and Leeds. This was acceptable provided
the return working was a Kings Cross turn as at that time ‘Northern’ crews were not trained on 31’s.
One special duty for a Finsbury Park 31 was the Bullion train which it worked as far as Doncaster, the
load consisting of a special coach to convey the BT Police and a converted Freightliner vehicle.
Secondly came the ubiquitous 47 which covered many of the express turns that were not allocated a
Deltic. 47’s were not uncommon on the Cambridge jobs either as well as the many Freightliner trains
on the ECML mainly because they had been fitted with air brakes at an early stage. During the nonsteam heat period some of the freight only examples would appear on the ‘Main’ to blow the cobwebs
away and I always remember D1979 arriving on an Up Express complete with yellow flashing lights
above each cab having spent most of its time in slow speed on the colliery to power station jobs in the
Knottingley area. The ‘Generators’ allocated mainly to Finsbury Park were a particularly important
part of the main line fleet expertly maintained by the staff, as were the 31’s allocated, to a standard
that put my previous experience of Toton’s efforts to shame. Thirdly the Class 40 a reliable old
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workhorse, which still featured on the Main Line duties including all stations Leeds services, overnight
Passenger/Parcels trains, Freightliner trains, Cambridge turns and the Highwayman from Finsbury Park
a ‘budget’ service to the north.
Whilst I was at Kings Cross a previously unrecorded amount of ‘High Water Temperature’ problems
predominated resulting in York Depot carrying out some research on one of the afflicted locos. They
discovered a very high build-up of sludge in the radiators effectively reducing the cooling surfaces to a
minimum. An immediate remedial programme was implemented resulting in a transformation of the
class’s performance. It was quite incredible that these locos worked a Liner through from Aberdeen to
London on occasions, Kings Cross men taking over for the last leg from Doncaster. The biggest problem
was the cab heating which on some locos did not match up to the temperature prevailing outside
so I soon learnt to wrap up warmly when we were on a known Class 40 turn.
Fourthly was the famed Deltics, recently equipped with Electric Train Heating and dual braking
appearing in the Blue Livery associated with the corporate livery of the era. These remarkable locos
had already served the ECML well over the previous ten years but the next few years was to see them
at arguably their best prior to HST 125’s taking over. They were constantly in use during the day on
the fastest expresses including the Flying Scotsman, Talisman and fastest Leeds trains. At our end of
the line the Racehorses presided, all maintained to the standards expected of Finsbury Park, whilst
the Gateshead examples replicated the scruffy external appearance of their Pacifics that once
predominated over the ECML. Haymarket examples were somewhat better kept, running very high
mileages between failures, just like their Finsbury Park counterparts.
The other loco on Main Line turns was the 46, an engine I was familiar with from my Nottingham days.
These took their turn with the class 40 and to a lesser extent the 47’s. Their performance was
unspectacular but certainly better than a Class 40 as was their cab heaters! Finally there remained
two ‘Baby Deltics’ D5905/9 which took their turns together with the Class 31’s on suburban services.
My experiences with them was limited as they were both withdrawn shortly after my arrival at Kings
Cross thereafter being stored in Clarence Yard then Stratford before finally being dragged away for
cutting up. I remember one trip on D5909 then in blue livery when I spent most of the journey from
Royston to Kings Cross in the engine room putting out minor fires. Surprisingly enough D5901 survived
a further term at Derby Research occasionally reaching Bedford on test trains.
On the few shunting turns that remained the 08 remained supreme with the normal 100% availability
record. The only jobs I recall Secondmanning on was the Palace Gates Shunt which also called in at
various freight facilities between Wood Green and Hornsey as well as shunting the fuel tanks for
Hornsey and Finsbury Park Depots. Hornsey had remained open as a stabling point after the closure for
Locomen which took place in the sixties resulting in the surplus staff being incorporated into Kings
Cross Depot which in itself had moved from Top Shed to a signing on point situated between No 10
Platform and the suburban station. Shift wise I was immediately moved into No 4 Link which was the
Cambridge/Peterborough link in which I soon found contained many anti-social turns.
My second day at the Cross put me on my own Jobs at 18:50 relief, again working within the station
area, broken up by being called out to work the Finsbury Park Breakdown Crane with 5594 to attend to
a derailment at Ferme Park on my third day. Having finished at 03:55 on the Sunday morning it was
back to work at 01:25 Monday morning with D5909/5606 on a Hitchin and Royston passenger job.
There followed more 00:10 shifts on Welwyn Garden City passenger jobs then on the Saturday
variation was provided with a trip on 1108 to Stratford with a Freight Liner having relieved the Main
Line Crew at Finsbury Park.
My third week introduced me to a bit more of the GN main line with 4 trips to Peterborough starting
with a 16:45 ballast class 9 train on the Sunday. Monday was my first express turn with D1560 on 1D18
a Cleethorpes express returning with D5612 on 5A00 which was formed of coaching stock being
delivered back from Doncaster to the London area. On the Thursday booking on at 16:26 we had D5597
on 2B39 a ‘Parly’ service which called at all principle stations returning with an express with my first
trip on a Class 40, D281 on 1A33.
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The fourth week booked on at 03:45 for an empty cars to Hornsey with D5644 then back into the Cross
with our own stock to form 2B66 the first Cambridge of the day 2B66 with D281. Later on in my career
with this turn we were to run by one of the more remote stations on the line skidding through on thick
ice. Having gained permission to set back into the platform we slipped through again in reverse. This
was all observed by the very officious Porteress who thought nothing of reporting everything. The next
attempt was successful however the Lady Porter was not amused but enquiring of her absence the
following day we found that she had gone sick with a very stiff neck having swivelled so often
watching our attempt at stopping.
At last on the 27th December I got my first real main line mileage turn which was on at 14:50 to work
1S39 with D1103 to Doncaster returning with 1E87. My only disappointment was that we didn’t have a
Deltic on the either trip.
The week commencing 11th January of 1971 I had Number 4 links only mileage turn. This comprised of
a double Cambridge all on Class 31’s. Shortly after this I was promoted into No3 Link which was a real
‘Birth Controller’ for the young married men. I was extremely fortunate to be booked with a very
genial driver, Jack Law, who had arrived at the Cross following the closure of the Mid Suffolk Light
Railway where he had been a Fireman to Rex Skinner. He immediately was booked with Ted Hailstones
in the Leeds link, a far cry from lighting up your own engine in the midst of sleepy Suffolk. Booking on
at 18:35 we worked a Cleethorpes down to Peterborough with D1555 on 1D18 then passenger to
Doncaster to relieve D182 0n 1A40 back to Kings Cross. Following this the next week we were on at
01:00 for 1L00 with D1765 as far as Doncaster then relieve D279 on 1E50 an express parcels as far as
Peterborough before relieving D1766 for a train to Kings Cross. The next day we booked on at
01:45 for the 02:00 1D00 to Lincoln with D1765 the same engine working back with 1A01 having
completed the manoeuvres of running round 11 vacuum braked coaches at Lincoln St Marks without
causing too much chaos on the Level Crossing albeit at the start of the rush hour. It was on this
return working that we came to grief at Huntingdon with the brakes locked hard on the third coach in.
Our ‘Senile’ Conductor was not up for uncoupling Buckeyes so it fell to me to get filthy in splitting the
train having moved the passengers out then dragging the offending vehicle and berthing it in the Down
Yard. The whole performance took over an hour with catastrophic knock on delays to all the Up
Trains behind us. Arriving in Kings Cross well over an hour late we were just gathering our ’traps’
together when there was a knock on the cab door of our 47. There was a male passenger with a little
girl in his arms who proceeded to give us a tip - for being late! For once we were dumfounded only
just managing to stutter out our thanks. What they made of my appearance covered in Buck Eye
grease I hate to think. The weeks work was completed with yet another ‘Day Turn’ on Saturday when
we booked on at 03:45 for the 04:00 down with D274 in charge. It is worth mentioning that I had
become used to anti-social shifts at Nottingham but Kings Cross seemed to be permanently either very
early mornings, late turns and nights except for the Leeds Link which had a fair proportion of ‘Day’
work.
Booking on at 23:29 one night in 1971 we went to Temple Mills to work an air-brake train of Kellogs
Cereals to Welwyn Garden City. Another slightly different turn was on at 20:32 then walking to the
Parcels Terminal in Kings Cross Goods Yard to work 3S15 a Scottish Parcel service with Class 40 D251,
on another night we had Deltic 14 on the same service. Also out of Kings Cross Goods we worked 6S42,
an afternoon turn booking on at 13:35, the remains of the famed Scotch Goods containing the last
few ‘Blue Spot’ fish vans which returned empty to Aberdeen for loading. I was to find that some of the
fish conveyed on the up service was bought for market at Folkestone which always seemed rather
strange to me as there were always plenty of fishing activity in the Channel. 1971 finished with a
couple of rather spectacular failures Deltic 19 putting a ‘leg out of bed’ (piston through the
crankcase) just after leaving Kings Cross then D1559 disgracing itself on a Down Evening Pullman
service at Sandy when the Hydrostatic Oil tank burst under pressure liberally coating the outside of
the first three coaches all Pullman cars. On the latter occasion I had made arrangements for
assistance to arrive from the front and whilst awaiting its arrival an irate passenger appeared at
the inward opening door of the first Pullman Car. He started to berate me about the incompetence of
all concerned when I noticed in the darkness that oil was dripping onto his suit. I tried to point this
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out to no avail resulting in a tirade of abuse concerning my rudeness. Halfway through this he realised
what I had been trying to tell him and withdrew somewhat sheepishly back from whence he came.
D5651 came to our rescue and we limped off very late to Peterborough where I had to uncouple and a
fresh 47 provided which then ran out of boiler water approaching Retford. I was pleased to reach
Doncaster where having been relieved a passenger was having a very severe epileptic fit and was in
danger of falling off the platform. No other member of staff seemed to be available so with my basic
first aid I managed to restrain the man, having received a number of blows, as he lashed around
before placing him on a parcel barrow. The next problem was he was attempting to bite his tongue so
I reached inside my uniform for a cloth to stuff in his mouth which I succeeded in doing. Another
Gentleman who had been watching the performance stepped forward saying he was a Doctor and that
he would take over. He congratulated me on my efforts but reminded me that in future to put a
clean cloth in his mouth. I thought I had but in my haste I had gone in the wrong pocket and utilised
the one I had uncoupled with at Peterborough. I expect he had a strange taste of grease and
hydrostatic oil when he came round. On entering the mess room at Doncaster Station the railway
grapevine had already informed all and sundry of our failure and one of our outspoken Top Link drivers
was outlining his views on what we had done wrong in his opinion. My mate remained silent but
inwardly fuming so I kept quiet. Justice was done when we overtook him at Newark,
his Deltic a complete failure.
By this time I was travelling from Bedford on the Midland where the service was rapidly deteriorating
with constant failures of DMUs and Class 45 hauled expresses. Added to this was a bad ballast train
accident at Sharnbrook involving D5250 and D1623 followed by a second incident at Flitwick involving
D7534 causing further disruption to services. Another accident outside Nottingham at Lenton South
claimed the lives of two drivers and a Guard creating even more cancellations. D7605 collided head on
with 2 class 20’s resulting in the early withdrawal of the Class 25.
Into 1972 another failure beset us when the Drivers Safety Device failed on D1513 South of
Peterborough, assistance being provided by D1106. The train was again 1A01 from Lincoln however
this time we did not delay too many subsequent services as they were turned round us on the slow
lines. A delegation of Inspectors met us in at Kings Cross with many questions which didn’t exactly get
the answers they expected as we had been on duty since 01:45 and we were well into overtime.
Amazingly the fitters took several days to locate and rectify the fault thus exonerating us from any
blame.
In April I had my first trips to Leeds which, as with Lincoln, I had worked to from my previous depot at
Nottingham. This was with Driver Ken D’ath a former LT&S man who went on to become a senior
inspector on the Eastern Region. We had Deltic 19 both ways on the first day during which whist
approaching Leeds we were warned of horses on the line. Needless to say we came across a mare and
foal who were happy to trot in front of us for a mile or so before making their way off the premises!
If you had been observing events from a little way off it would looked rather strange a couple of
horses double heading a Deltic and 10 coaches!
During June a shortage of locos resulted in us having two class 31’s D5860/5589 in multiple on a Leeds
express as far as Doncaster returning with another of our long distance freight turns 4E35 which
consisted of car trains empties from Wakefield. The down loaded train was another of our night turns
and I remember being stopped on Stilton Fen on the most freezing cold night to be told that we had
doors open on the train. I was used to this on passenger trains but not on Cartics. Walking back
with the Guard we came across a brand new Cortina with two of its doors opened and badly damaged.
Even in the dark I managed to find some baling twine that had blown into the cess in the gale and with
a considerable amount of force my frozen fingers managed to tie the doors together. On examination
at Peterborough the Carriage and Wagon department declared their utmost satisfaction in my knot
tying allowing us to continue at normal speed to Doncaster. All the other cars on the train
had not been affected so why this one Cortina, perhaps it was a ‘Friday’ car.
At this time oil tail lamps were still in use, a suitable reliable battery operated one had not been
invented that satisfied the safety culture that quite rightly prevailed in the Railway Industry. The
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problems they caused at the back of Freightliner trains when they blew out was considerable as a walk
along 20 liners in the wind on an inclement night along uneven ballast with only the light from a
Bardic hand lamp caused considerable delay. By this time the guards rode in the back cab, the duty of
relighting the lamp falling to them. My driver one night tried to alert our guard to the situation at
Essendine by ringing the Fire Bell Test Button. To no avail and in a strop he insisted on going to see
where our Guard was. Unable to open the rear cab door on our Class 47 he adeptly swung back to get
a full kick at it. The door gave way to the force exerted which resulted in the Guard being rendered
briefly unconscious as he had been fast asleep on the cab floor. My mate insisted that he still went
back to relight the lamp despite my offers of assistance, no doubt he saw two lots of stars during his
walk which was to no avail as he had forgotten his matches. This hardly improved my Drivers
demeanour whose uncharitable comments on Guards kept him going all the way to Doncaster.
Needless to say that particular Guard kept well clear of us although I could see in the station light a
rather large lump on his head. Following so many of these incidents a housing was fitted around
the lamp bracket to prevent this type of incident but it was only the final acceptance of the current
flashing battery tail lamp that really rectified the problem.
In September I finally dropped in for a Newcastle Lodge turn. Needless to say it was the worst one at
the Depot booking on at 00:05 for the 01:00 1NOO passenger and sleepers to Newcastle with Class 40
D347. From the moment we started I was in trouble with the train heating Spanner Boiler. It kept
stopping or in boiler parlance ‘locking out’. This meant a trip back to the boiler compartment which
of course was the other end of the loco every time it happened which was about twenty times
during our 8hr stint to Newcastle. My mate who was not the type to support his mate on this occasion
confided that we wouldn’t be having this one back. Unfortunately he didn’t make his stand to the
‘powers that be’ at Newcastle so when we came out of Lodge on the Saturday night there was D347 on
our train with the boiler working and the Gateshead Crew at pains to assure us that the fitters had
carried out repairs. Again this was an essential boiler job as it was a sleeping car train 1A40. Needless
to say the journey home was worse than the down trip. We had only just crossed the Tyne when it
locked out. I spent most of the trip back in the engine room just to nurse the boiler to provide some
heat but finally for all the tricks I knew it completely failed just south of Peterborough. Reports were
requested and as I expected my Driver who was not my regular mate did not back me up or relate
what I had done from Newcastle to Peterborough. I went to the Traction Inspector and related my side
of the story who then had a word with the Driver concerned as did my regular mate at the time.
It is worth mentioning that the whole reason for so many Secondmen’s positions at this time was that
there was a high degree of train heating boiler work so to survive with some of those ‘Top Link
Drivers’ it was as well to be expert on the operational foibles of these machines. At Nottingham I had
been trained on two types of Stones Boilers those fitted to Class 25 the smaller version and the larger
as fitted to Class 45, 46 and 47. We had later been trained on Spanner and Clayton boilers in use on
the latter Class 46’s and 47’s. On my arrival at Kings Cross no further formal training was given
initially leaving me to find out how to work the Spanner Boilers fitted to Class 31s and the Deltics.
After about 6 months it was suddenly decided to send me on a boiler course which lasted 2 weeks and
was held in Stratford works where several static boilers had been installed for this purpose. Much of
the course was repetition for me but it was a relief to be on ‘days’ away from the torturous Kings
Cross shifts. One question that did arise was when do we get any training on Deltic boilers which were
conspicuous with their absence throughout the course? It appeared that their similarity with other
Spanner boilers was good enough and despite the intensity of the course relating to all the other types
involved the subject was not raised again. The location of the course allowed us carte blanche to
wander around Stratford to our hearts content which at that time was still operating Toffee
Apple 31s, 03 Shunters and the hopeless class 15s. Of course I only wish I had taken more photographs.
Back at the Cross I had no further problems with train heating, with the exception of one overnight
sleeper which we were working back from Newcastle when the Deltic boiler started to play up. I spent
from Doncaster to Grantham nursing it back into normal performance mode stuck in between the
racket of two Napier Engines hard at work.
In the early 70’s moves were afoot with the new Mk2 coaches to eliminate steam heating with electric
tapped from the locomotives generator this finally becoming essential with the advent of the fully air
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conditioned Mk2f coaches. A large proportion of the East Coast fleet of 47’s, 55’s and a small number
of 31’s were converted accordingly. We already had the Generator 47’s which required little
modification. These conversions made a small inroad into the power available but made very little
difference on the overall ability to match the schedules then in force. One Top Link Man felt that if
he shut off all the cab heaters and all the lights he would get more power going up Stoke Bank!!
The Mk2f coach was a fine vehicle to ride in once one or two problems had been refined. Tragically
they were fitted with inside door catches to their very heavy, wide doors and in the first month of
operation four fatalities had been recorded by passengers trying out the new facility then being
sucked out of the train. The entire fleet had the catches removed over the space of one weekend. The
second problem related to the filtering on the air conditioning which did not cope with Deltic fumes
and I recall whilst riding passenger to Doncaster we entered Gasworks Tunnel only for the filtration
system deciding to draw in air just as the Driver opened up. It became very ‘blue’ from end to end of
the coach which we had to evacuate as the stench was unbearable. Even with the doors pegged open
to allow fresh air from the vestibules end windows to blow through this did not rid the coach of that
unmistakable flavour of Napier fumes. By Doncaster it still stank. Another failure was the automated
PA system which despite all efforts to wind the tapes to the correct position inevitably on leaving The
Cross a bright cheery voice would welcome aboard all those passengers who have just joined the train
at Grantham, some 105 miles away, then proceed to give the wrong train details in any event!!
In 1973 I was promoted into the Leeds Link with Driver ‘Duke’ Ellington who originated from March
where he had fired on the Continental to Sheffield and back and also on their York jobs. He then had a
spell at Peterborough Spital before moving to Hornsey and finally, when that closed, Kings Cross. He
was an excellent mate to have as he had been keen on rules and regulations which I needed to know
as passing out for driving was not too far away. Although I was earning a fair living at Kings Cross the
secondman’s rate of pay was well below that of a registered Driver. However with the mileage pay
and Sunday overtime it was easy to earn a double week especially when your seniority got you some
‘buchshee’ mileage work.
In one week I did three Leeds, two Yorks and a Doncaster on the Sunday the mileage payment, which
originated in steam days, amounting to more than my basic. With my home firmly established at
Bedford I had to find a depot within reasonable travelling distance and to get my first preference
move in for Bedford. Unfortunately nothing appeared on the vacancy list until October 1973 when
Charing Cross appeared for which I applied and got. Then I had to wait to see the Inspector just as a
new rule book came out. During the waiting period brand new VEP units were being delivered up the
GN for the South Eastern from York works very often stabling in sidings in the London area before
being tripped over to the Southern. My mate would say to me they are just waiting for you to transfer.
Whilst waiting I got promoted into No1 link with the senior hand at the Depot Charlie Penn who then
retired leaving me without a mate. Two new turns came my way The ‘Ally Pally’ shunt on D3709 and a
trip down the Wessie to Wolverton with the Royal Train Empties with a highly polished 47.
One more serious incident befell me before I moved that concerning a Class 46 D169 I was driving on
an Up Express, 1A35, when having braked hard for a permanent way slack at Wood Green the engine
shut down approaching Finsbury Park. Try as I may I attempted to roll into the platform but all the air
pressure had leaked off thus applying the brakes tantalisingly short of my target. Had we made it then
all the passengers could have got off to continue their journey by suburban or Tube. The cause of the
problem was very obvious just as soon as I looked back along the Loco, the rear bogie was on fire,
immediately under the No 1 end fuel tank. I informed the Signalman at Finsbury Park No6 of the
situation who assured me he had blocked all roads. Grabbing the cab extinguisher I immediately
attempted to extinguish the fire with no success. Climbing into No 1 cab I utilised the extinguisher
with little effect. In each cab there was a fire extinguisher emergency handle which to operate you
had to break the glass twist the handle and pull. This I did with no effect except for extracting a large
length of cable which did not set off the engine room extinguishers as they should have done but
rendered the engine room unsafe to enter as the fire bottles within had been activated. With the Fire
Brigade unable to respond it was up to me to react to the situation. Alongside in the sidings at
Finsbury Park were stabled numerous DMU’s which I robbed of their cab extinguishers which stabilized
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the fire until further resources became available. A train of ECS arrived alongside the incident and
immediately ‘Fred’, a typical East End Driver, told me to aim the extinguisher at the base of the
flames. The fact that I had already done that evidenced by the pile of extinguishers I had exhausted
escaped his good intentions however the situation had improved somewhat. Finally, the passengers in
the train, good naturedly, passed out the coach extinguishers which finally put the fire out. By
this time suitably filthy from the experience I made my way to the Signalbox and explained to Control
that we could not move under any circumstances with assistance from the front required to move us
into the platform. The reply came to the effect OK driver just draw into the platform and we’ll
arrange assistance. My patience by now had been exhausted so I graphically explained in railwayman’s
language that we couldn’t move without assistance which is what I had been trying to tell him for the
last few minutes. Finally D1509 was dispatched from Finsbury Park Depot to assist us into the platform
from where all passengers were given a Taxi to their intended destination.
One more failure situation was to occur before I left for the South Eastern and that was when yet
another 46, D175, failed at Peterborough with a down Leeds train. D6791 then assisted us to Doncaster
where D1103 took over until South Emshall where engine earth faults beset us. Fortunately our reset
attempts enabled the train to reach Leeds albeit very late. The return with Deltic 20 was uneventful.
Finally on the 9 March 1974 I was released to the Southern for my driving job my last turn at the Cross
being on the Station Shunt booking on at 19:20 with D5533 as our engine. On my way to work a very
inebriated Government Minister accosted me to assist him to his sleeping car berth. I took his arm to
reduce the reeling around and accompanied him down the platform before happily getting rid of him
into his reserved compartment for which I received a £5 tip a large addition to my £19 basic pay. I
have been looking for Members of the Government who needed assistance ever since to no avail.
Thus ended my time on the GN Main Line which I thoroughly enjoyed, working with men who I very
much respected and who had the patience to tell me about when they worked on steam on the main
line with the likes of Bill Hoole, Ted Hailstones and many others not so famous but who did the job
just as well.
Bill Davies
February 2008
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